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TO: Social Work (Operations & Services) 
Sub Committee 

AGENDAEM w.LiL- 
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Subject: Out of Hours Home Care Service 

REPORT 

1 FROM: Jim Dickie 
Director of Social Work 
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PURPOSE OF REPORT 

The purpose of this report is to update Committee on the development of a dedicated out of 
hours service for home care clients. 

BACKGROUND 

Home care services, formerly the home help service, have provided support to clients outwith 
normal working hours for several years, albeit on a very small scale. 

The service was provided by home helps, and management of the service, as with all such 
services, was provided by mainstream home help organisers and home care organisers. 

Working patterns of home help managers continued to reflect the normal working week, 
meaning that home helps working out of hours had no direct contact with their managers. In 
times of crisis those home helps and their our of hours clients received management support 
from the West of Scotland Social Work Stand By Service. 

This arrangement has proven to be unsatisfactory. The Stand By Service invariably has little 
knowledge of the clients or the home helps and is unable to flexibly intervene in times of 
crisis. Such situations can result in inappropriate admissions to care, a situation which would 
be both unnecessary and undesirable. 

Analysis of client need, taken from the Social Work Department’s recent review of home care 
services, mirrors findings in other authorities at this time. This shows that the further 
development of home care services during evenings and weekends can make a major 
contribution in shifting the balance of care from institutional care to home based care. 

The review of home care indicated the need for further development of the department’s out of 
hours service and Committee approval was given to the development of a dedicated out of 
hours service in January, 1999. 
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CURRENT SITUATION 

In close consultation with colleagues from Personnel, a staffing analysis indicated that, in 
orger to provide management cover for the out of hours service, 6.5 whole time equivalent 
home care managers were required. These posts were established and advertised and 
recruitment is now almost complete. 

The service is established in Merrystone House, Coatbridge. This is also the base for the 
Community Alarm service and for the Intensive Home Support Service, allowing for a 
well-integrated response to complex home care needs. 

The service has begun to transfer from area teams on an incremental basis. Until the service is 
fully operational from Merrystone, home support workers at weekends can already receive 
their management support and back up staff from Merrystone House. 

Even at this fairly early stage, the service is proving to be popular with home support workers, 
clients and their carers and with the social work area teams. The service has the flexibility to 
respond to crisis and to deploy extra resources at times of extra need. The link with 
Community Alarms is integral to the further development of response to crisis. 

FUTURE PLANS 

Within the next three months, it is anticipated that the out of hours service will be fully 
transferred and fully operational in Merrystone House. 

It is intended that of any new monies found for community care from Health Board Resource 
Transfer or from Government’s “Modernising Community Care” programmes, further 
resources can be made available for the expansion of the home care out of hours service. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Committee is asked to note the contents of this report. 

- I JIM DICKIE, 
DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL WORK. 
27TH MARCH, 2000 

(For further information contact Jim Nisbet, Principal Officer, Community Care - Telephone 01698 332031). 


